Cognitive and figural cues were studied in modified Ehrenstein figures made from letters of the alphabet instead of radial lines. Capital letters with and without terminators (L, J vs O, D) were used, oriented towards or away from the central gap. Three groups, of 14 subjects each, estimated the magnitude of either (i) the illusory contour, (ii) brightness enhancement, or (iii) apparent depth. Strong illusory contour formation and brightness enhancement, but no depth stratification, were perceived in figures devoid of apparent occlusion and amodal completion. These results demonstrate that the Ehrenstein illusion can arise from line ends--with no need for perceptual completion, showing that illusory boundaries and surfaces can be dissociated from apparent depth. Results support a bottom-up explanation in terms of end-stopped neurons in the visual cortex. Conversely, top-down processes appear to be responsible for depth stratification.
Introduction
Cognitive theories of perception (Gregory, 1972; Rock, 1987) suggest that visual processing of illusory contour figures is predominantly top-down enabling the system to resolve stimulus ambiguities in the most plausible manner. Because objects in biological environments are often partially occluded, perception must rely on higher-order processes to restore contours that seem incomplete. An example is the Ehrenstein (1941) illusion, where ''problem solving'' (Rock, 1987) would generate a bright illusory disk superimposed upon the gap between the radial lines (Fig. 1a) . This kind of percept would organize the stimulus so as to account for its ''missing'' parts by allowing the lines to continue behind the disk.
In comparison, the Gestalt approach (Kanizsa, 1979; Purgh e & Coren, 1992) attributes the perception of illusory contours and brightness to amodal completion. Factors such as good continuation and the pr€ agnanz principle are assumed to figurally complete an area that has no structural input of its own, in a bottom-up fashion (i.e., by an illusory triangle). Both cognitive and Gestalt theories associate the formation of illusory contours with surface formation and depth stratification (Spillmann & Dresp, 1995) .
During the last two decades, neurophysiologists have elucidated mechanisms that can bridge gaps by longrange interaction (Spillmann & Werner, 1996) . Here, collinear edges and aligned terminators are prerequisite for neuronal responses that may mediate illusory contour formation (Proverbio & Zani, 2002; Spillmann & Ehrenstein, 2004; von der Heydt & Peterhans, 1989) . These physiological mechanisms are compatible with findings suggesting that such contours are low-level and present very early in human visual development (Kavsek, 2002) . Furthermore, illusory contour perception has been demonstrated behaviorally not only in mammalian visual systems (cat, monkey), but also in the independently evolved visual systems of birds and insects (Nieder, 2002) , for which a cognitive interpretation may be ruled out. From the viewpoint of evolutionary neurobiology illusory contours reflect the activity of ''dedicated'' visual mechanisms that are critical for survival and therefore have to be fast and efficient (Dresp & Spillmann, 2001) .
Using variants of the Ehrenstein figure (Pinna, 1996) , we investigated whether and how illusory contour and surface formation are affected by cognitive (symbolic) cues that do not invite amodal completion. To this extent we replaced the radial inducing lines by letters of the alphabet having similar line terminators. The perception and recognition of a letter implies its completeness as a symbolic entity. Thus, no illusory figure should be perceived according to theories based on incompleteness, as long as the observer perceives letters.
Since incompleteness is typically linked to apparent depth and occlusion (Coren, 1972; Kanizsa, 1979; Kellman & Shipley, 1991) , we also tested for depth stratification as an emergent property of illusory figures.
Methods
The original Ehrenstein figure (Fig. 1a) was compared to five modified figures (Fig. 1b-f ) using the following three response criteria: (i) perceived strength of illusory contour; (ii) brightness enhancement of the central disk relative to the ground; (iii) depth stratification between the illusory disk and the inducers.
Subjects
Three parallel subject groups, each consisting of 14 naive undergraduate students with normal or correctedto-normal vision, were assigned to evaluate the stimuli, one group for each criterion.
Stimuli
The figures consisted of black radial elements, either straight lines or capital letters of the Roman alphabet in the Helvetica font (Fig. 1 ). Stimuli were printed using 1400 dpi on white A4 paper and illuminated by Osram daylight fluorescent light (250 lux, 5600 K), resulting in Munsell values of N9.5 (90% reflectance) for the background and of N0.5 (0.6%) for the lines. The number of line elements per figure was 14, the length (or height) 1.37 deg, the width 6.9 arcmin, and the diameter of the central gap 2.74 deg.
Procedure
Subjects viewed the stimuli with both eyes using a chin-and-forehead rest positioned at 50 cm from the pattern. Magnitude estimation was used to quantify the perceived strength for each response criterion on a 7-point scale. The lower modulus ''1'' was defined by the complete absence of an effect, whereas the upper modulus ''7'' was defined by the pronounced effect of the Kanizsa triangle. Subjects were allowed to exceed the upper modulus, in case one of the experimental stimuli should exceed the Kanizsa reference. The six stimulus patterns were presented consecutively to each observer in a random order. Each pattern was presented once, with the exception of Fig. 1b , which was presented twice. Subjects who spontaneously perceived this stimulus as an arrangement of lines were asked--in a subsequent trial--to evaluate it again when perceived as an array of letters. Vice versa, subjects who first perceived letters were instructed to re-evaluate the stimulus for lines. 
Conditions and results

Original Ehrenstein figure
The original Ehrenstein figure (Fig. 1a) with a crisp illusory ring contour and a subtle, but clearly perceived, depth stratification between the illusory disk and the radial inducing lines, served as a reference for the experimental stimuli. Magnitude estimation yielded high ratings for all three response criteria (Fig. 2a) . Fig. 1b consisted of radially arranged J's and L's with their straight sections pointing towards the center of the gap. This stimulus pattern is ambiguous in that it may be perceived as a concentric arrangement of either radial lines or letters. The straight inward terminators are as in Fig. 1a and thus should produce the same ratings. However, if the inducing stimuli were perceived as letters, there would be no need for figural completion and, hence, the Ehrenstein illusion might be expected to be weaker or absent.
Lines vs letters
The actual results confirm this expectation insofar as ratings were quite similar to those for Fig. 1a when the inducers were seen as lines. Furthermore, when the inducers were perceived as letters, illusory contour strength and brightness enhancement remained unchanged. In fact, subjects responded that there was ''no difference'', or they repeated exactly the rating given before resulting in virtually identical means and standard deviations, so that the depicted results for contour and brightness coincide in Fig. 2b . However, there was little if any depth stratification (see the lower light gray bar in Fig. 2b) . Rather, the illusory disk was seen in the same plane as the inducers. This finding then indicates that ''incomplete'' line endings are required for apparent depth, but not for the other two response criteria. Fig. 1c was composed of concentrically arranged rightside-up, centripetal letters (T, A, I, H, Y, X, T, K, Y, P). Clearly, in this pattern there is no need for amodal completion and yet the Ehrenstein illusion is patently present. Indeed, the ratings for illusory contour strength and brightness enhancement (Fig. 2c) were quite similar to those for Fig. 1a . However, depth stratification was nearly absent, reinforcing the need for figural incompleteness in perceiving apparent depth in illusory contour figures. Fig. 1d used letters (J, V, L, K, I, X, A, H, J, A) that had essentially the same terminator characteristics as the centripetal set (Fig. 1c ), but were arranged upside-down, i.e., centrifugally. This change in stimulus orientation was introduced to rule out any influence of the illusory contour as a perceptual baseline upon which the letters ''rest''. The results (Fig. 2d ) are virtually the same as for the centripetal stimulus condition. Ratings were high both for illusory contours and brightness enhancement, but low for depth stratification, i.e., the illusory disk again appeared largely coplanar with the inducers. Thus, the upside-down reversal of the letters had little, if any, effect.
Centripetal letters
Centrifugal letters
Scrambled letters
For Fig. 1e , the individual elements of Fig. 1d were reshuffled so that the letters were no longer recognizable as such. Although the inward line terminators are essentially the same as in Fig. 1d , they lack the symbolic quality of letters. Hence they provide a control for the effects of non-letter stimuli with essentially the same figural properties. Ratings (Fig. 2e ) are approximately the same as for the original Ehrenstein figure (Fig. 2a) , showing that the lack of depth segregation found for 3.6. Sliced-off rounded letters Fig. 1f deviated from all the previous figures by using letters that had sliced-off bottoms instead of line terminators. These ''abutting'' letters yielded very low ratings for all three response criteria (Fig. 2f) , despite the fact that subjects were perfectly aware of the incomplete bottoms. Apparently, incompleteness alone does not elicit perception of the Ehrenstein illusion, line terminators are needed.
Overall results
A comparison of the experimental results shows that ratings for Fig. 1a -e did not differ significantly for the response criteria illusory contour (F 4;65 ¼ 1:01) and brightness enhancement (F 4;65 ¼ 0:99), but did so for depth stratification. Here, ratings for Fig. 1b (''letters'') , c, d, and f differed significantly from the responses for Fig. 1a ,b (''lines'') and e (Fisher PLSD post-hoc analysis: p < 0:0001). Furthermore, brightness and contour ratings for Fig. 1f differed from all the other stimulus conditions (Fisher PLSD post-hoc analysis: p < 0:0001).
Discussion
Our results demonstrate that, contrary to cognitive and Gestalt accounts, perceptual incompleteness of the inducers is not a necessary requirement for the Ehrenstein illusion. Illusory contours and surfaces arise just as well from inducers that are perceptually complete such as rightside-up or upside-down letters. However, in these cases the Ehrenstein illusion is seen as coplanar with the inducers and there is no apparent depth stratification. This is particularly clear in Fig. 1b which may be perceived as either a star-like figure or a figure composed of individual letters. Here, identical stimulus elements will lead to different percepts, depending on whether they are seen as a figure with missing parts calling for completion or an assembly of self-contained units. The former will produce apparent depth, the latter will not. Thus, this study also shows that apparent depth is not a prerequisite for illusory contours and brightness enhancement.
To perceive depth stratification, the presence of line ends (terminators) in need of completion is crucial. Incompleteness by itself without line terminators (Fig.  1f) yields no illusion for any of the three response criteria. This finding is at variance to Kanizsa's (1979) abutting ellipses which elicit strong illusory contours and surfaces. The absence of an illusory effect in our study may be attributed to the spatial proximity of the flattened bottoms that tend to become ''fused'' into a ring that is known to abolish the illusion (Ehrenstein, 1941) . Furthermore, Kanizsa's abutting figures may not be comparable to the modified Ehrenstein figures used here as the illusory contour runs collinearly to the inducing edge, whereas in our study the illusory contour is orthogonal to the orientation of the inducing letters (see Lesher & Mingolla, 1993) .
Our results are consistent with earlier findings (Kennedy, 1976; Purgh e & Coren, 1992) showing that illusory brightness can occur without amodal completion of the inducing elements. However, while Kennedy's (1976) ''sun figure'' elicits fuzzy illusory contours and foggy brightness, Purgh e and Coren's (1992) figures used Kanizsa-like patterns with illusory contours running alongside the direction of the inducing edges (Lesher & Mingolla, 1993) . These may therefore be considered separate phenomena. In the present study, minor deviations of the inducing lines from orthogonality (Fraser, 1983; Kennedy, 1978) do not seem to have weakened the illusory effects. This is consistent with the finding (Gillam, 1987 ) that moderate amounts of random inducer misalignment may even strengthen illusory contour and surface formation.
Taken together, our results strongly support a lowlevel, bottom-up explanation of the Ehrenstein illusion in terms of a neurophysiological mechanism, such as by end-stopped neurons in the visual cortex (Ffytche & Zeki, 1996; von der Heydt & Peterhans, 1989) . According to this view, oriented end-stopped units (simple or complex) in area V1, responding to endpoints of lines, send their outputs to a higher-order neuron in area V2. This contour neuron samples the inputs from V1 and generates a signal equivalent to that for a real contour (von der Heydt & Peterhans, 1989) . Such a mechanism may account for the perception of illusory contours (Peterhans & Heitger, 2001; Sheth, Sharma, Rao, & Sur, 1996; Soriano, Spillmann, & Bach, 1996) and, with additional feedback assumptions, for brightness enhancement (Gove, Grossberg, & Mingolla, 1995) . The perceived depth stratification is likely to be secondary to these properties or late in the neurophysiological processing of illusory stimulus information (Salzman & Halpern, 1982; Watanabe, Nanez, & Moreno, 1995) and not necessary for the Ehrenstein illusion.
